Overall Campus

To keep you informed about what is happening on campus when it comes to properties and construction projects, we recommend that you download the app Mitt Campus. There we update regularly with things that may affect your everyday life. There it is also easy to find contact information for house managers or to make and follow an error report.

Inspection of hand-held fire extinguishers will take place during weeks 36 and 37 in all houses on campus.

Outdoor environment

Painting of house B continues during weeks 36-37 when the weather allows.

Rainbow avenue

After an intensive work during the summer, we can now look forward to a new refreshed outdoor environment on campus that really invites to socializing, hope you like the result as much as we do. Some minor work with painting, lighting and bicycle canopies remains on the areas that have been opened and they will be completed during the autumn. The project is now clearing the area between
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House C and House F, along Geogränd and at Teknitori and they are expected to be ready by the turn of the year.

Teknitori-Students House
Outside Students House, work is underway to create new seats and plantings. The door leading out into the work area is closed for entry and exit but still open for emergency evacuation. The work is expected to continue until October.

Between House B och House E
One day during week 37, the work will be carried out on the railings at entrance B6. Entrance B8 is open as usual, which means that access is not affected.

Between House C and House F
Rainbow avenue is closed for passage between Bridge och knowledge and the intersection Rainbow avenue-Geogränd. Work in connection with the Bridge of Knowledge will be carried out, see diversion around House C and House F.
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Geogränd
From the end of week 37 until October, we will close the connection to Geogränd to the south. Then it is not possible to go from Geogränd to Rainbow avenue. Reference with orange signs to be around house B.
At Laboratorievägen in the curve towards Geogränd, half the road will be blocked off. Work is in progress there week 38-40.

House A/α
Work has now begun in corridor A2400 and roadblocks are in place. Demolition of masonry has been carried out towards Teknikens hus and now masonry is being demolished on the corresponding side towards the courtyard. Scaffolding assembly is carried out and then dismantling of the facade and demolition begins.
Garbage room A2402 will soon be closed down and a new temporary garbage room will be in A2511 which is located on the south side in house A towards the courtyard.

House B/β
Scaffolding assembly is in progress for weather protection on top of the library roof over lanterns. The car park east of the Beta building is temporarily closed due to it and is expected to reopen in week 39. This includes about thirty parking spaces and we hope for your patience for the inconveniences it causes.
On 7/10, blackout curtains will be installed in auditorium B192 and the hall will then be closed.

House C
Stage 6 is almost complete and thus some moving work is underway in house C. Student Health, StiL and LTU will move into the stage, some temporarily and others permanently. From week 37 onwards, work takes place mainly in StiL's premises.